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1 • THE THEOREM. 
We prove the following theorem, conjectured by K. Mehlhorn in relation 
to the automatic design of integrated circuits. 
2 THEOREM. Let G = (V ,E) be a planar graph, embedded in the plane JR • Let 
O denote the interior of the unbounded face. Let I be the interior of some 
fixed bounded face. Let c 1 , ... ,ck be curves in R 2 ' (Iv O), with end points 
in V (\ b(I u 0), so that for each vertex v of G the number 
(1) degG(v) + deg (v) 
c 1 , ..• , ck 
is even. Then there exist pairwise edge-disjoint paths P 1 , ... ,Pk in G so 
that P. ~C. in :JR2 \(I VO) (i=l, ..• ,k) if and only if for each dual path 
1 1 
Q from O(Iv O) to 8(r vO) we have: 
(2) 
k 
e(Q)~2: 
i=l 
cr(Q,C.). 
l. 
We here use the following terminology and conventions. A graph may have 
multiple edges. ~(F) denotes the boundary of F. degG(v) is the degree of 
v in G. degc 1 ck (v) = Z ~ 1 0. where O. is the number of end points , ... , i.= \i. \1 
of C. equal to v (so D. E {o, 1, 2}). By a path we mean a path not containing 
1 \l. 
the same edge twice (it may contain vertices more than once). Each of 
the curves C. is allowed to have self-intersections. P:.: C in 
2 l. • . 
JR \(I u O), or just P .!:iC, means that P and C are homotopic in the space 
:JR2 \(IIJO) (i.e., there exists a continuous function F:[o,1J~[o,1j ~ 
JR2 \(IVO) so that: F(O,·) follows P, F(l,·) follows C, F(·,0) is constant, 
and F(·,1) is constant - it follows that P and C have the same beginning 
points and have the same end points) . A dual path in this paper always 
means a path in the dual graph 
where F0 , .•• ,Ft are faces, ej is the edge separating Fj-l 
t), and where Fj c{r,o} if and only if jf {o,t}. We denote 
number of edges in Q (so e(Q) =tin (3)). Moreover, 
( 4) er ( Q, c) : = min { I Q' 11 C '/ I Q '~ Q, C ' ~ C} 
and F . ( j = 1 , ..• , 
J 
by e(Q) the 
3 
2 (here we identify a dual path in the obvious way with a curve in lR \(I vo), 
unique up to homotopy and the choice of the beginning and end point on the 
first and last edge of Q) . 
Note that I and O play a symmetric role: by turning the configuration 
inside out, I and O can be exchanged. 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM. 
Since necessity of the condition (2) is trivial, we prove sufficiency. 
Clearly, we may assume that G is connected. We apply induction on 
( 5) 
\1 
.-.:._i (2degG (v) - degc c (v)) 
VeV 1, ... , k 
(which number is nonnegative by (2)). 
We may assume that no edge separates faces F and G so that F,G t.{I,O~ 
(possibly F=G=I or F=G=O). Suppose e separates such F and G. Contract e, 
yielding the graplG/e. Clearly, in the reduced configuration> (2) again 
holds, for each Q. Since (5) is decreased, there exist edge-disjoint paths 
P 1~c 1 , ... ,Pk~Ck in G/e. We may assume that no Pi contains a homotopic 
trivial circuit. Since for Q := (F,e,G) we have~1 cr(Q,C.) ~ e(Q) = 1, l.l i= l. 
there exists at most one path which breaks down into two paths if we go 
back to the original graph G. To this path we add e in the appropriate 
position, and we obtain edge-disjoint paths P 1 ~c 1 , ... ,Pk~'-'Ck in G. 
We may assume also that for no i ~ {1, ... ,k ~ there exists and edge e in 
G so that e~C : deleting e and c. makes (5) smaller, but will not violate i l. 
condition (2). 
If there exists no dual path Q having equality in (2), we can delete 
the edges on the boundary of 0: after that the condition (2) is still 
satisfied. This follows from the fact that if Q connects o and o, 
then 
k k 
( 6) e (Q) > i~l er (Q,Ci) and e(Q) - Li er ( Q, C. ) i=1 l. (mod 2) 
(this last follows from (1)); so (2) also holds after deletion of the edges 
on b(O). Each other dual path Q contains at most one edge on ~(O), so that 
(2) is also satisfied after deletion of the edges on S<o). 
If we delete the edges on b(O), (5) is decreased, so by induction 
there exist paths as required in the smaller graph, and hence also in the 
original graph. 
So we may assume we have equality in (2) for some dual path Q. 
.., 
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We will use the following terminology. Let S<o) have n vertices and 
n edges. Number them in clockwise order by 0,1,2, ..• ,2n-2,1n-1, where 
vertices get an odd number and edges an even number. Define 
(7) wj:= vertex numbered j-2nt, with t:=U/2nj, for jf.Zl, j odd; 
wj:= edge numbered j-2nt, with t:=l_j/2nj, for jEZl, j even. 
Similarly, let ~(I) have m vertices and m edges. Number them in 
clockwise order by 0,1,2, .•. ,2m-2,2m-1, where vertices get an odd number 
and edges an even number. Define 
(8) wj:= vertex numbered j-2mt, with t:=Lj/2mj, for jf:ZZ, j odd; 
w' ·= j. edge numbered j-2mt, with t:=l_j/2mj, for jEZl, j even. 
Fix a dual path D = (O,w0 , ... ,w0,r) not containing the same face 
twice. We say that a path, curve or dual path Q is of type (p,q), with 
P = (p1 ,p2) and q = (q1 ,q2) both in :?lJ\{0,1~, if: 
(9) (i) if p 2=q2=0, Q is homotopic to the path (wp 1 , ..• ,wq1> (if p 1 ~q1 
subscripts go up with steps l; if p 1>q1 subscripts go down 
with steps 1); 
(ii) if p 2=o, q 2=1, Q is homotopic to the path (wp , •.. ,w0 ,o,w0, ... , 1 
(iii) 
(iv) 
So if Q is of type ((p1 ,0),q1,0)), it is also of type (p1+2n,0) ,q1+2n,0)), 
and conversely. Similarly, if p 2=q2=1. Moreover, if Q is of type ((p 1 ,0), 
(q1,1)), it is also of type (p 1+2n) ,O),{q1+2m,1)), and conversely. 
So dual paths are of types (p,q) with pl and q 1 even, while paths in 
the graph itself, and the curves Ci above, are~ of types (p,q) with p 1 and 
q 1 odd. 
The number cr(Q,C) can be expressed in the types of Q and C. Let Q 
be a dual path and let c be a curve from V 1\8(1 v O) to v f\ 8cr uo). Let 
Q have type (p 1 q) and let C have type (c,d). Then if c 2=d2=0: 
(10) if p 2=q2=0, p 1 <q1, then: cr(Q,C) == \ {j Ell ( p 1+2nj <c1<q1+2nj 
<a1 or c 1 <p 1+2nj<:d 1 <q 1+2nj~/; 
if p 2=q2=0, p 1>q1 , then: cr(Q,C) = l{je?Z( q 1+2nj<c 1 <p1+2nj 
<a 1 or c 1< q 1 +2nj<d 1 <p 1 +2nj~ /; 
if p 2=0,q2=1, then: cr(Q,C) = /fjf?Z / c 1<p1+2nj<..a1ll; 
if p 2=1,q2=0, then: cr(Q,C) = Jh(;?Z jc1 <..q 1+2nj<d1}/; 
if p 2=q2=1, then: cr(Q,C) = 0. 
(11) if p 2=q2=0, then: cr(Q,C) = 1bi::?Z I p 1+2nj <c1<q1+2nj}I; 
if p 2=0,q2=1, then: cr(Q,C) = l{jt:?Z I (p 1+2nj<c 1 and a 1<q1+2mj) 
or (c 1 <p 1+2nj and q 1+2mj <d 1 l~j; 
if p 2=1,q2=0, then: cr(Q,C) = !fjc::?Z / (q1+2nj<.c 1 and a 1<p1+2mj) 
or (c 1 <q1 +2nj and p 1 +2mj <d1 l} I; 
if P2=q2=l, then: cr(Q,C) =/{jf?Z I P1+2mj<d1<q1+2mj~r. 
The case c 2=1,d2=0 is similar to (11), and the case c 2=a2=1 is similar to 
(10). 
Now choose a dual path Q with equality in (2). Let Q have type (p,q). 
We choose Q,p,q so that: 
(12) (Case 1) p 2=q2=0, p 1<:_q 1 , q 1-p1 is as small as possible. 
(Case 2) If Case 1 does not apply: p 2=q2=1, p 1<:_q1 , q 1-p 1 is as 
small as possible. 
(Case 3) If Cases 1 and 2 do not apply: p 2=0,q2=1, and 
q 1n-p 1m >max{d1n-c 1m \-3ic:{1, ... ,k~·ci is of type ((c 1 ,0), 
(dl,1))1. 
(Case 4) If Cases 1,2 and 3 do not apply: p 2=0, q 2=1, and 
q 1n-p1m is as large as possible. 
By symmetry with Case 1, we may assume we are not in Case 2. 
Since Q has equality in ( 2) , there exists i € { 1, ... ,k ~ so that 
cr(Q,C.) >L Let C. have type (c,d). If we are in Case 1, we choose 
1- l 
e. , c, d so that: 
1-
(13) (Case la) c 2=d2=0, c 1<p1 <d1<q1 and c 1 is as large as possible. 
(Case lb) If Case la does not apply: c 2=a2=0, p 1 < c 1 < q 1< d 1 and 
d 1 is as small as possible. 
(Case le) If Cases la and lb do not apply: c 2=1,d2=0, p 1<'.d 1 <:_q1 
and c 1 is as small as possible. 
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By symmetry with Case 1a, we may assume we are not in Case 1b. 
If we are in Case 3, we choose c. ,c,d so that: 
1. 
(14) (Case 3a) c 2=a2=0, c 1<p1<a1 and c 1 is as large as possible. 
(Case 3b) If Case 3a does not apply: c 2=d2=1, c 1< q 1 <d1 and 
a 1 is as small as possible. 
(Case 3c) If Cases 3a and 3b do not apply: c 2=1, d 2=0, c 1<:::q 1 , 
p 1<'..d1 and c 1 is as small as possible. 
By symmetry with Case 3a, we may assume we are not in Case 3b. 
If we are in Case 4, we choose C. , c ,d so that: 
1. 
(15) (Case 4a) c 2=0, c 1<p1 , if a 2=0 then p 1<a1 , if d 2=1 then q 1<a1 , 
and c 1 is as large as possible. 
(Case 4b) If Case 4a does not apply: c 2=d2=1, c 1<q1 <..d 1 and d 1 
is as small as possible. 
(Case 4c) If Cases 4a and 4b do not apply: c 2=1, d 2=0, c 1 <..q 1 , 
p 1-<d 1 , and c 1 is as small as possible. 
By symmetry with Case 4a, we may assume we are not in Case 4b. 
Concluding, six cases to consider are left: Cases 1a,lc,3a,3c,4a and 4c. 
Without loss of generality, i=l. Now let Cl and Cl be curves of types 
(c,(p 1+S,O)) and ((p 1+(:,0),d), respectively, where 6=1 if c = (p 1-1,0), 
and ~ = -1 otherwise. We show that condition (2) is maintained with respect 
to the curves Cl,Cl,c2 , ... ,Ck. Showing this will finish the proof, since 
in the new configuration (5) has been decreased, so by induction we know 
the existence of edge-disjoint paths Pl~Cl, Pl'.:::.Cl, P 2 .:Y.c 2 , ... ,Pk~Ck 
in G. Taking P 1 := PlPl, we obtain edge-disjoint paths P 1 ~c 1 , ... ,Pk~Ck. 
Suppose (2) does not hold with respect to cl,Cl,c2 , ... ,Ck. Hence there 
exists a dual path R so that 
k 
(16) e(R) - cr(R,C1)-cr(R,Cl) - _t';2 cr(R,Ci) 
is negative. Since (2) holds for c1 , ... ,Ck, we know: 
(17) 
k 
e(R)-cr(R,Ci)-cr(R,Cl)-~2 
cr(R,c 1)-cr(R,Cl)-cr(R,Cl) (Cases 1a,3a,4a), 
(Cases 1c,3c,4c). 
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Hence we may assume that we have chosen R so that (16) is as small as possible. 
Under this condition, we assume we have chosen R so that 
is as small as possible; note that (18) necessarily is nonnegative, and in fact, 
is positive as R satisfies (2) with respect to c 1 , ••. ,Ck but not with 
respect to Ci,c1,c2 , ... ,ck. 
Let R have type (r,s). We may assume we have chosen rand s so that: 
(19) in Case la: r 2=s2=0, c 1<r {-Pl +~<s 1<d 1 and s 1 is as large as possible; 
in Case le: (Case le 1) r :::s :::0 2 2 and r {Pi +6<.s1..:.:: d 1 ; or 
(Case lc2) r 2:::1,s2:::o, r1<c1 and p 1 +&<s 1<d1; 
in Case 3a: r :::s =O 2 2 and c 1<r 1<p1 +&<s 1<d1 ; 
in Case 3c: (Case 3cl) r :::s :::0 and ( r {Pi +t•<s 1<.a1 ; or 2 2 
(Case 3c2) r 2:::1, s2:::0, rl<.cl and p 1 +ks1<d1; 
in Case 4a: (Case 4al) d2=0, r 2=s 2=0, c 1<.r1<p1+6<.s 1<.d1; or 
(Case 4a2) d 2=1,s2=o, r 2=0, cl<r 1<P1 +&<.sl; 
(Case 4a3) d 2=1,s2=1, r 2=o, r c 1<.r f p 1+u and 
in Case 4c: (Case 4cl) r =s =O 2 2 and 
~ . 
r 1<p 1+li<S 1<:..dl i or 
(Case 4c2) r 2=1, s2=0, r1<c1 and p 1+ks{-d1• 
Since 
(20) rl..:;pl <;.sl<ql 
P1 < sl < ql 
r1~P1<s1 
r 1 < q 1 and p 1 .,..:_ s 1 
r 1 < P 1 and q 1 < s 1 
(if r 2=p2=s2=q2=0), 
(if r 2=1, p 2=s2=q2=0), 
(if r 2=p2=s2=0, q 2=1), 
(if r 2=1, p 2=s2=0, q 2=1), 
(if r 2=p2=0, s 2=q2:::1), 
there exist dual paths Q' and R' so that: 
(21) e(Q') + e(R') = e(Q) + e(R), 
Q' has type (p,s), R' has type (r,q). 
We now first show that for each i=l, ..• ,k: 
(22) cr(Q',C.) + cr(R',C.) = cr(Q,C.) + cr(R,C.). 
1. 1. 1. l. 
For let C. have type (a,b). Then: 
1. 
or 
d 1<..s 1 ; 
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(23) in Case la: a 2=b2=0 and r 1<a1<p 1s;s{b1<.q1 is not possible (by our 
choice of c 1 in (13)); 
in Case 1c1: a 2=b2=o and r 1<a 1<p 1~s 1<b 1<:.q 1 is not possible (otherwise 
we would be in Case 1a); 
in Case 1c2: a 2=b2=0, a 1<p 1~s 1<.b 1<.q 1 is not possible (otherwise we 
would be in Case la) and a 2=1, b 2=o, a 1<r1 , p 1~s 1<b{::._q 1 is not 
possible (by our choice of c1 in (13)); 
in Case 3a: a 2=b2=0, r1Ca{p1%s 1<b1 is not possible (by our choice 
of c1 in (14)) and a2=0,b2=1,r 1<a1<p1 ,q1<b 1 is not possible 
(by our choice of c1 in (14)); 
in Case 3c1: a2=b2=o,r 1<a1<p 1 ~s 1<.b 1 is not possible (otherwise we would 
be in Case 3a) and a 2=0,b2=1,r 1<a{Pi ,q1<b 1 is not possible (as 
q 1n-p1m >b 1n-a 1m, by (12)); 
in Case 3c2: a2=b 2=o,a 1<p 1~s 1<..b 1 is not possible (otherwise we would be 
in Case 3a), a 2=0,b2=1,a 1<p 1 ,q1<b 1 is not possible (as q 1n-p1rn 
>b1n-a1rn, by (12)) a 2=1,b2=o,a1<r 1,s 1<b 1 is not possible 
(by our choice of c 1 in (14)), and a 2=b2=t,a1<r1 ,q1<.b 1 is not 
possible (otherwise we would be in Case 3b) ; 
in Case 4al: a2=b2=0,r{a{p 1 ~s(.b 1 is not possible (by our choice of 
c 1 in (15)) and a 2=0,b2=1,r 1<a(·Pi'ql<b 1 is not possible (by our 
choice of c1 in (15)); 
in Case 4a2: a2=b2=0,r(a 1<p 1~s 1c..b 1 is not possible (by our choice of 
c 1 in (15)) and a 2=0,b2=1,rfa1<p 1 ,q1<b 1 is not possible (by our 
choice of c 1 in (15)); 
in Case 4a3: a 2=0,b2=1,r 1<a{Pi ,q{b1<.s 1 is not possible (by our choice 
of C 1 in (15) ) ; 
in Case 4c1: a2=b 2=0,r 1<a 1<p 1~s 1c::b 1 is not possible (otherwise we would 
be in Case 4a) and a 2=0,b2=1,r 1.:::a1<p 1 ,q{ __ b 1 is not possible 
(otherwise we would be in Case 4a) ; 
in Case 4c2: a2=b2=o,a 1<p 1~s 1<t:i 1 is not possible (otherwise we would be 
in Case 4a), a 2=0,b2=1,a 1<p 1 ,q1<b1 is not possible (otherwise we 
would be in Case 4a), a 2=1,b2=o,a1<r 1 ,s(b1 is not possible (by our 
choice of c 1 in (15)), and a 2=b2=1,a1<r 1 ,q1<.b 1 is not possible 
(otherwise we would be in Case 4b) . 
This shows (22). 
Moreover, 
To show this, again we distinguish cases: 
(25) case la: cr(R,Ci)+cr(R,C1)-cr(R,C1 ) = 2·1{ je.ZZ I Cfr1+2nj<p1M<s 1+2nj 
< a 1~1- Now c 1>p 1 -2n or a 1 >q1-2n (otherwise we could replace 
c 1 ,a 1 by c 1+2n,a 1+2n, contradicting the maximality of c 1 (cf. 
(13))). If c 1>p 1-2n then cr(R,Ci)+cr(R,C1)-cr(R,C1)=2, and 
hence (24) follows trivially. If d 1>q 1-2n then: 
cr(R',Ci)+cr(R' ,c1)-cr(R' ,c1 ) = 
2·/{jE:ZZ I crr1+2nj<pl+l.<_q1+2nj<d1ll ~ 
2·ffjEZZ ( c{r 1 +2nj<p 1 +~<.s 1 +2nj<d 1 ~ j -2 
cr(R,Ci)+cr(R,Cl)-cr(R,c 1)-2. 
The inequality here can be seen as follows: if j 6 7Z and 
c 1<r 1 +2nj<p 1 +~<s 1 +2nj<d 1 then j~O (since otherwise we can 
replace r 1 ,s 1 by r 1+2n,s 1+2n, contradicting the choice of r,s 
in ( 19) ) ; if moreover j -s, -1, then c f.r 1+2nj<.p 1+<S<s 1 +2nj<q1 +2nj 
<d1. 
Case 1c1: we have 
cr(R' ,Ci)+cr(R' ,c1)-cr(R' ,c 1) = 
2 ·l{j~ZZ \ r 1 +2nj<p 1 +d<q1 +2nj<d 1 ~ ( ~ 
2 ·l\jt:ZZ I r 1 +2nj<p 1 +cks 1 +2nj<d 1 ~ / -2 = 
cr(R,Ci)+cr(R,C1)-cr(R,C1l-2. 
The inequality here can be seen as follows: if j i=?Z and 
r 1+2nj<p 1+0<s 1+2nj<a 1 then j ~L(d 1 -s 1 )12nJ; if j ~ ua1-s 1>12nJ-1 
then for j' :== j- Uq1-s 1)/2nj we have r 1+2nj':::;r 1+2nj<p 1+t) <._ 
s 1 +2njC:q1 +2nj '<d 1 . 
Case 1c2: we have 
cr(R' ,Ci)+cr(R' ,Cl)-cr(R' ,c 1) = 
2 j fj E. 7Z I r 1+2nj<c 1 and p 1 +d<.q 1 +2nj<d1 ~ \ ·~ 
2 \{jE7Z \ r 1+2nj<_c 1 and p 1+0<s 1+2nj<.d1 )~ -2 
cr(R,Ci)+cr(R,C1)-cr(R,c1)-2. 
The inequality here can be seen as follows: if jE7Z, r 1+2nj<c 1 
and P1+Scs1+2nj<d1, then j ~ ua1-sl)/2nj; if j ~ L<a1-s1)/2nj-1, 
then for j' := j - )Jq 1-s 1)/2nj we have r 1+2nj'~r 1+2nj<c 1 and 
p 1+~<s 1+2nj~ 1+2nj'<d 1 . 
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Cases 3a and 4a: we now have 
cr(R,Ci)+cr(R,c;>-cr(R,c 1) ~ 
2·j{j.: L'Z j c 1<r 1+2nj<p 1+6}\$ 2> 
because c 1 is chosen as large as possible (cf. (14) and (15)), 
so c;>p 1-2n. (24) follows. 
Cases 3c1 and 4c1: now 
cr(R,Ci)+cr(R,c;)-cr(R,C 1) = 
2·\{j ~L'Z \ r 1+2nj<p 1+,ks 1+2nj<.d 1)! ~2, 
because c 1 is chosen as small as possible (cf. (14) and (15)), so 
d 1<p 1+2n. (24) follows. 
Cases 3c2 and 4c2: we have 
cr(R,Ci)+cr(R,C1)-cr(R,C 1) = 
2-\Jjt:L'Z \ r 1+2nj<c 1 and p 1 +<lcs 1+2nj<d 1 ~/ <' 2, 
because c 1 is chosen as small as pos~ible (cf (14) and (15)), so 
d 1<.p 1+2n. Again, (24) follows. 
This shows (24). 
Next we show: 
k 
(26) e(Q') ~ ~l cr(Q' ,Ci)+2. 
Since Q' has type (p,s) we know by our choice of Q that 
( 2 7) 
k 
e(Q')>'Z 
i=l 
er (Q' , C. ) • 
]_ 
In Case 1 this follows from our choice of Q (as s 1<q1). In Cases 3, 4a1,4a2, 
4c1 and 4c2 this follows since Case 1 does not apply (as p2=s 2=0). In Case 
4a3 this follows from our choice of Q in ( 12), since s 2=1, si:;>ql, whence 
s 1 n-p 1m) q 1 n-p 1 m. 
Moreover, 
k 
( 2 8) e(Q') = ~ 1 cr(Q' ,Ci) (mod 2). 
If Q' goes from O to O, that is, if p 2=s2=0, this follows from the fact 
that (1) is even for each vertex v. If Q' does not go from O to O, we 
are in Case 4a3, in which case p 2=0,s2=1,q2=1. Hence, again as (1) is 
even for each v, 
k k 
(29) e(Q' )-.'Z cr(Q' ,c.) -i.=1 ]. e (Q)- i>dl er (Q,Ci) = O (mod 2). 
This shows (26). 
By (21), (22), (24), (26) and since Q has equality in (2) we know: 
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(30) e(R' )-cr(R' ,Cl)-cr(R' ,C'i)- 2::~= 2 cr(R' ,Ci) = 
e(R)+e(Q)-e(Q')-cr(R',Ci)-cr(R',C'il-Z~=2 cr(R',Ci) ~ 
e(R)+<J.1~ 1 cr(Q,C.)-\1~ 1 cr(Q',C.)-2-cr(R 1 ,C 11 )-cr(R',C 111 )-h~ 2cr(R',C.)= LJ].= ]. L..i= ]. i= ]. 
~lk 
e(R)-2-LJi=l cr(R,Ci)+cr(R' ,c1)-cr(R' ,cp-cr(R' ,Cl_)~· 
e(R)-cr(R,Cl)-cr(R,C]'.l-Z~=2 cr(R,Ci). 
Since we have taken R with (16) minimal, we have equality throughout in 
(30). Hence we have equality in (24), contradicting the minimality of 
( 18) • 0 
3. FURTHER REMARKS. 
The condition that (1) is even for each vertex v, cannot be deleted in 
the theorem, as is shown by the following graph: 
0 
'0--------6 
Here dotted lines represent curves. 
The theorem above generalizes the following theorem of Okamura and 
Seymour [3j: Let G = (V,E) be a planar graph, embedded in R 2, let 0 denote 
the interior of the unbounded face, and let r 1 , ... ,rk,s1 , •.. ,sk be vertices 
in V ~ 0(0) so that degG(v) + )~i I ri=v~j + lfi I si=vlj is even for each 
vertex v. Then there exist pairwise edge-disjoint paths P1 , .•• ,Pk in G so 
that P. connect r. and s. (i=l, ••. ,k), if and only if for each subset W 
]. ]. ]. 
of v we have: 
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The fact that Okamura and Seymour's theorem follows from our theorem 
can be seen by putting in o two new vertices, joined by two parallel edges, 
enclosing a region in O, which will be the face I. 
There is another extension of Okamura and Seymour's theorem, due to 
Okamura [2], which resembles our theorem, but which is different: Let 
G = (V,E) be a planar graph embedded in R~ let O be the interior of the 
unbounded face, let I be the interior of some other face, let r 1, ••. ,rm' 
s 1 , ... ,smfv"S(o) and let rm+ 1 , ... ,rk,sm+i'···,skEV"0(I), so that 
degG(v) +I {i I ri=v~ \+I\ ii si==v~) is even for each vertex v. Then there 
exist pairwise edge-disjoint paths P1 , ... ,Pk in G so that Pi connects ri 
and s. (i=l, ... ,k), if and only if (31) holds for each WCV. 
1. 
The obvious extension of our theorem to more than one "hole" does 
not hold, as is shown by the following example: 
0 
Again, dotted lines represent curves c1 and c2 . Now for each dual path Q 
{ . I r , from 1 1 ,1 2 ,os to l.I 1 ,I2 ,o1 we have e(Q)~cr(Q,C 1 )+cr(Q,C2 ). However, 
there are no edge-disjoint paths P 1 and P2 so that P 1.::.:::c 1 and P/"C2 in 
JR2 \(It,O). Kaufmann and Mehlhorn [1} showed that an extension to arbitrarily 
many holes holds in the case of so-called grid graphs. 
We finally show that the proof of Section 2 yields a polynomial-time 
algorithm to find edge-disjoint paths P 1~c 1 , ... ,Pk~Ck as required, if 
they exist. 
Indeed, the proof gives a polynomial time construction of the paths, 
provided we are able to identify a dual path Q with equality in (2), so 
that (12) holds. To this end, we choose for the dual path Din our proof 
some fixed shortest path in the dual graoh from O to I (shortest in the 
sense of having the smallest number of edges). Let the C. be given by their 
l. 
types with respect to this path D. Let 
Now, if (2) holds for each dual path Q, then: 
; (33) if there exists a dual path Q having equality in (2) of type 
((p 1,0),(q1,o)), there exists also one with lq 1 -p 1 /~ K. 
Proof. If q 1>p1+2n there exist dual paths Q' and Q" of types ((p1 ,0), 
(q1-2n,O)) and ((p 1 ,0),(q1+2n,0)) respectively, so that e(Q')+e(Q") = 
2.e(Q). If moreover q 1-p1)K, then cr(Q',C.)+cr(Q",C.) = 2.cr(Q,C.) for J. J. J. 
i=l, ... ,k. Since 
(34) <::;"tk e(Q') ~G'=i 
(Q") >qfc 
e - l.. -1 ~-de 
e (Q) = 6 i=1 
er (Q' ,C.) , 
J. 
er (Q" ,C. ) , 
J. 
cr(Q,C.), 
J. 
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it follows that also Q' has equality in (2). Repeating this procedure we 
finally find a dual path as required. fJ 
Similarly, one shows: 
(35) if there exists a dual path Q having equality in ( 2) of type 
( (pl I 1) I (q1I1)) I there exists also one with \ q 1 -p1 I :s;; K. 
Moreover: 
(36) if there exists a dual path Q having equality in (2) of type 
( (p 1 I 0) I ( q 1 I 1 ) ) I there exists also one with (q1/2m)- (p/2n) ~ K. 
Proof. If (q1/2m)-(p1/2n).)K, Q intersects D more than e(D) times. Hence 
Q contains some face in D more than once. Let there be j rotations of Q 
in between. Then there exist dual paths Q' and Q" of types ( (p1 ,0), 
Cq 1-2mj,1)) and ((p1 ,0),(q1+2mj,1)) respectively, so that e(Q')+e(Q") 
2.e{Q). Note that cr(Q',C.)+cr(Q",C.)?:2.cr(Q,C.) for i=1, ... ,k. Hence 
i J. J. 
we have also equality in (2) for Q' and Q". Repeating this procedure we 
finally find a dual path as required. 0 
,... 'V 'V 
Now we construct the following graph G = (V,E). First orient the edges 
in D so that they all have the same orientation with respect to D. Let 
V : = V J.. { 1 , ... , K ~, and let E be defined as follows: 
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(37) (v,i), (w,j) C E ~)i=j,{v,w1EE and {v,w~ does not belong to D, or 
j=i+l, {v,w}eE and fv, w~ occurs in D and is directed from v to 
or j=i-1, {v,w}tE and [v ,w}occurs in D and is directed from w to 
CV ~..,/ 
Clearly, G is a planar graph, and an embedding of G easily follows from an 
embedding of G by "unfolding" G. So edges on the boundary of the unbounded face 
of G come from edges of G on b(I vO) or from edges incident with one of the 
faces in D. 
By (33), (35) and (36) above, if (2) is satisfied, we can find a dual 
path required by (12), by finding the shortest paths in the dual graph of 
rv rv 
G from each edge e' on the boundary of the unbounded face of G to any other 
such edge e" (except if e' and e" do not come from an edge in G on 8 (I u O)). 
This can be done in polynomial time, by applying Dijkstra's algorithm a 
polynomial number of times. So each of these pairs e' ,e" yields a shortest 
dual 
\lk 
L> i=1 
path Q , 11 • We next select those Q , ,, for which e (Q , 11 ) 
e ,e e ,e e ,e 
cr(Q, 11 ,C,). We can now make our choice described in (12). 
e ,e i 
Note that if (2) is not satisfied for some dual path Q, the above 
algorithm automatically gets stuck, as (2) is a necessary condition. So 
we do not need to test (2) in advance, but may just !?,~S~ that the input 
of our algorithm satisfies (2). 
The algorithm has running time bounded by a polynomial in \v(+[EI+ 
"Z~=l <\ci, 11+\di,ll ), where ((ci,l'ci, 2), (di,l'di 12 )) is the given type of 
c .. 
1 
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